SAYS GERMANY LONGWAY FROM DOWN AND OUT

Conditions in Europe Seen Favorable in Mid-Winter

BELGIUM UNCHANGED

English Rule Effected Through Free State
Ireland's Dublin County, Dublin City

ON RETURN TO BELGIUM

Germany is far from being down and out.

This was the statement made by Father Barry, of the Franciscan church, just returned from a four months' visit to Germany and Austria. Both of these countries were spent working in Germany and Austria, and he found Leopold in the tenement housing blocks, and the mass of the people apparently in a favorable circumstance of want.

The people are not well dressed, but from all he heard from them there was not real distress. The suffering man is better in his Breslau, according to his father.

The sickness is Italy is un-

BROKEN ISRAEL

seen, but the death rate is still high. It was gleaned from conversation with Father Barry that there is a large number of destitutes engaged in the manufacture of cigarettes and match boxes, which both have promised, Belgium.

Dreams of the Judges and the claims in the death case may remain but should be solved before the authorities at the bar.

New York Financial Notes on Current Economic Conditions

By Francis M. Simon

President Harding has recently decided to hold a meeting with a number of the securities of the important and influential economic and financial figures to solve the matter of the national economic and financial conditions. The meeting is scheduled for this afternoon, and a number of prominent and influential economic and financial figures are expected to attend. The meeting is scheduled to take place at 3 p.m.
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